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Objectives
 Understand what Enterprise Data
Governance (EDG) is and what it
comprises
 Learn about barriers to EDG and
how to overcome them
 Understand tools that facilitate EDG
 Learn from HealthEast’s approach
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Glossary
Metrics – Aggregate calculations of performance
• aka Measures, Aggregations, KPIs
• e.g. 30-Day Readmission Rate, Average Door-toNeedle Time, Physician Communication Composite
Data Elements – Indicators stored at a non-aggregated
level that require some level of calculation/business logic
• aka Fields, Columns, Indicators, Data Points
• e.g. Length of Stay, History of Malignant Cancer
Reports – Tools that assist analysts and end-users in
viewing, interacting with, and analyzing data
• aka Dashboards, Ad-Hoc Query Tools
Data Steward – The individual ultimately responsible for
defining, validating, and monitoring a particular metric or
data element
• aka Owner, Subject Matter Expert
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Questions for You
In your organization:
 Who owns metric and data element definitions: IT or
the clinical and business departments?

Hint: who gets the
phone call if the
data is wrong?

Is the data steward clearly defined and easy to locate?

 Is there a clear (and fair) request, approval, and
prioritization process for new data and report needs?
Is this also the way someone finds out if an information
object already exists or is there a catalog?

 Are key metrics and data elements standardized,
centrally managed, and trusted by the organization?
Are metrics transparent, e.g. can an analyst easily view
the actual metric code to validate and re-use?

Bonus points if
prioritization is
built into the org.
structure

Does each metric
have an established
and transparent
goal?

These are all concepts addressed by
Enterprise Data Governance!
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Prevailing Winds Are Against EDG
What gets in the way of Enterprise Data Governance taking
hold in an organization?
• Over-Complication
– Trying to do everything out of the chute
– Excruciating detail of documentation
– Trying to assign owners for everything all at once

• Responsibility Reluctance
– People are hesitant to put themselves out there and assume
ownership of key metrics and data elements

• Job Security
– Developers often (unfortunately) prefer a lack of transparency

• Everybody but Nobody

Blame the “hype”
for this

Ownership means
more questions,
having to defend

“If we open this up
to others, what will
my job be?”

– Without a designated and visionary person to facilitate and propel
the process, it won’t happen

• EDG is Just Plain Difficult
– Healthcare data is difficult to work with, and the business logic that
needs to be applied to do analysis can become very complex

Look at the code
under any report
and this will be
evident
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Making Headway
• Start small and proceed incrementally
– Govern a handful of key metrics
• Assign an owner
• Agree on a single definition
• Document

– Pursue transparency before pursuing control
• Begin with an information object catalog: one search
yields multiple types of objects (reports, dashboards)

• Ensure data stewards are well-supported
– Give them tools that enable them to validate and
monitor their metrics or data elements

Challenges
Mitigated:
Over-Complication
Just Plain Difficult

Responsibility
Reluctance

Responsibility
Reluctance

• “EDG-first” design
– Bake transparency and standardization into the
architecture and processes right away if possible
– Reassure that allowing people behind the curtain
benefits everyone (practicing at the top of license)

Just Plain Difficult
Job Security
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Making Headway (cont’d)
• Identify a leader to facilitate EDG
– Someone with a vision, understanding, and energy
– Not to decide, but to drive
– Leadership must still buy-in, sell the vision, and
make the hard decisions for EDG

Challenges
Mitigated:
Everybody but Nobody

• Don’t overspend on tools
– Avoid paying big when you’ll use only 20% of the
functionality – it’s demoralizing

Over-Complication

• Put on your sales hat
– Heavily advertise the plan and reasons
– Sell transparency to developers and subject matter
experts

Job Security
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Tools of the EDG Trade
• Request intake and management
– If possible, leverage what your IT department
already has
– Adjust request scoring criteria that already exists
in your organization for other purposes

Doesn’t have to be
perfect the first
time: iterate

• Report Catalog
– BI platforms have these separately—better to have
a single, searchable repository

• Metadata Repository/Data Dictionary

Ideally these are
part of the same
toolset

– Metrics – definition, owner, last updated, last
refreshed, where used, actual sql code
– Data Elements– definition, owner, last updated,
last refreshed, where used, actual sql code
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HealthEast Journey
Pain Points
• Information solutions = reports
• Leaders put in hundreds of requests for data with
no prioritization
• Centralized reporting unable to keep up with the
demand for reports
• Decision makers need timely, intuitive data and
tools
• Data integration is done by many and used once

No ad-hoc
capabilities

Also known as
Excel
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Picture of the Ideal Future State
We are able to say:
• I have the information to make decisions
– Information is available, understandable and
trustworthy

• I know how to access information to
create insights
• A centralized support team is available for:
– Data and tool training
– Complex data solutions or projects
• My high priority requests are addressed first

– Questions about data
– Questions about tools
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What Must Be Addressed
• Accountability and responsibility for
organizational data as an asset of HealthEast
• Controls and processes to manage data quality
and security
• Business decision makers set priorities for data
resources
• Single source of truth
• Definitions for data
• Business rules for metrics and measures
• Data training: knowing the data to use and how to
use it

All of this has to
be housed
somewhere that
is easy to get to
or it will just sit
on a shelf unused
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How to Get There
• Voice of the Customer
– Engage your partners
– Beware of making assumptions

• Roll out incrementally (beginning with
Finance or other motivated partner)
• Address metadata/catalog early
– Have to get our arms around what we have
– Transparency is foundational
– Definitions need a place to go (no Word
documents on a shared drive!)
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Metadata Example
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Metadata Example (cont’d)
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Metadata Example (cont’d)
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Metadata Example (cont’d)
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Metadata Example (cont’d)
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HealthEast Roles & Responsibilities
• Executive Team
– Responsible for strategic initiatives, corporate vision, and
metrics
– Director level and above
– Meet quarterly (or as needed for decision making)

• Management Team (Data Advisory Team)
– Create and recommend the data strategy and road map,
set tactical priorities, align resources, support change
management to mature data management
– Manager level and above
– Meet bi-monthly (or as needed)

• Data Stewards and Working Teams (Data Stewardship
Team)
– Areas of responsibility: data quality, access, metadata,
business glossary, data dictionary, training, standards,
and support
– Analysts, engineers, subject matter experts, practitioners
– Meet weekly (or as needed)
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Critical Success Factors
• Executive sponsorship support
• Start small, engage business partners, refine
approach as necessary
• Customer resources must be available for
requirements, data definitions, and
testing/validation
• Organizational priority changes do not take
resources off the project

Rome wasn’t
built in a day!
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Questions?
Melissa Short
Director of Information Delivery
HealthEast Care System
msshort@healtheast.org

Kevin Campbell
Founding Partner
DTA Associates
kevin.campbell@dtaassociates.com

